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KENTUCKY FRIED CHICKEN HAS RECEIVED A LOT OF ATTENTION LATELY, AND NONE OF 
it has been positive. With a whole lot of help 
from PETA (People for the Ethical Treatment 
for Animals), the general public is beginning to 

wake up to the facts of animal abuse for the chickens 
that end up in Col. Sanders’ bucket.
     The lives of KFC’s 850 million annually slaughtered 
chickens are cut down to an appalling two months 
out of a natural life span of ten years, but that is far 
from the worst of their maltreatment. These chick-
ens are abused for the entirety of their dramatically 
shortened lives and through their grotesque deaths 
as well. Each chicken is resigned to live in crowded 
cages with their personal space being about the size 
of a piece of paper. The warehouses in which they are 
stored often have no natural lighting and reek of am-
monia from accumulated waste. “Breeder” chickens 
have their beaks sliced off and the males have plas-
tic sticks interted through their nasal cavity to keep 
their heads from squeezing through cage bars. Their 
toes, spurs, and combs are also chopped off. “Broiler” 
chickens are bred and drugged to grow fat as quickly 
as possible (about six or seven times their natural 
development) and ofen cripple under the unnatural 
weight of their own bodies if not dying first from 
smothered lungs and/or hearts. It is so bad on one 
chicken “farm” that an average of 300 chickens die 
each day due to horrible conditions. Undercover in-
vestigations and various insider whistleblowers have 
given first-hand accounts of chickens being crushed 
to death by heavy objects, bashed in the head, stepped 
on, kicked, and having legs and wings carelessly bro-
ken and joints dislocated through mishandling.
     The recent spotlight on KFC’s horrific practices 
began in April, 2001, when PETA recognized the ex-
treme conditions of KFC’s chickens and attempted 
to work with KFC to improve the life and death of 
those slaughtered for the fast food chain. In May, 
2001, KFC’s parent company Yum! Brands assured 
PETA that it would “raise the bar” on animal welfare. 
After several negotiations and no change in KFC’s 
inhumane practices, PETA called for an international 
boycott.  In July, 2003, PETA filed in the California 
Supreme Court accusing KFC of false advertising on 
their Web site, telephone hotline, and in various news 
releases in an effort to make themselves look better 
in light of their exposure. In September of that year, 
KFC responded by changing their overt lies but not 
any of thier abusive pracitices. In February, 2005, KFC 
agreed to meet with PETA again to discuss a possible 

compromise. PETA temporarily called off their cam-
paign against KFC and met with heads of KFC for a 
discussion that spanned six weeks. At the end, KFC 
refused to comply with even one of PETA’s demands 
for basic animal welfare, resulting in the declaration 
of an all-out “month of action” against KFC and a 
renewed vigor for the fight.
     Due to the extreme conditions of KFC’s chick-
ens and the refusal of KFC to change any of these 
practices, people around the world have joined in the 
international boycott against KFC. Demonstrations 
and education on this subject have flourished world-
wide and have included weekly protests at the KFC 
headquarters in Louisville, Kentucky; the arrest of 
Chrissie Hynde of the Pretenders and PETA Presi-
dent Ingrid Newkirk while protesting a KFC restau-
rant in Paris; and the dousing of Yum! Brands’ CEO 
David Novak with fake blood and chicken feathers 
by an unidentified activist in Germany. Local protes-
tors have joined the fight as well.
     Activists with the Modesto based collective Direct 
Action
Anti-Authoritarians (DAAA) protested with animal 
liberation activists
outside and inside of two KFC (Kentuck Fried 
Chicken) stores on Saturday,
May 28th. Our anarchist collective was not there to 
only protest the horrible slaughter and mass killings 
of millions and millions of animals, but also to raise 
the issue of the service industry being largely anti-
union and the environmental devastation of fast food 
companies like KFC.
    Under the banner of “Unions of Workers, Freedom 
for Chickens”, around 8-10 collective activists chant-
ed and held signs. Chalk outlines of chickens were 
drawn, as well as messages of “Animal Liberation”, 
“Service Industry Workers Unionize Now! http://
www.iww.org”, “KFC Tortures Chickens”, etc. The 
collective also chanted and “marched” through two 
KFC establishments, handing out flyers that stated 
solidarity with workers and emphasized their need 
for unionizing efforts (as many looked on, smiled, 
and took our flyers), and also calling for KFC to 
end it’s barbaric practices of slaughtering and raising 
chickens.

For text of outreach flyer passed out, go here:
http://www.indybay.org/news/2005/05/1744684.
php

“Protest Against KFC”

JEFF “FREE” LUERS HAS JUST FILED HIS APPEAL IN HOPES OF REDUCING HIS 23 YEAR SENTENCE. AS AMERICANS FILL THEIR GAS TANKS WITH THE BLOOD OF IRAQI CHILDREN, CONSIDER THE URGENCY 
of the message Free and Critter were sending when they torched 3 SUV’s at a deserted car dealership. 
Global warming is a weapon of mass destruction because of the indiscriminate impact it will have on 
billions of human and non-human lives. One need not endorse arson to recognize that the threat to our 

stability and health must be confronted, both in terms of massive human rights disasters and the irreversible 
and accelerating damage to the earth’s life support systems. Though Free and Critter, both former tree sitters, 
acted to expose these greater harms, Free is not allowed to claim the necessity defense in court. His 23-year 
sentence is the result of a politically motivated prosecution that grossly inflated the risk factor, in all likelihood 
to further justify a bloated counter-terrorism budget.
     Meanwhile, the public asleep at the wheel (of their Hummers and SUV’s) fails to grasp the implications 
of our addiction to fossil fuels. As Phil Berrigan, who burned draft files with napalm once observed, “The by-
standers,... who stay home,... can’t be charged with taking part in any evil act; they watch as evil proceeds. They 
create the norm, define what is common. When a whole population takes on the status of bystander, the victims 
are without allies. ...Indifference grows lethal.... where is the outcry?”
     Taking his marching orders from Exxon, Bush ignores the global climate change treaty, subsidizes SUV’s, 
installs a pipeline in Afghanistan after bombing several thousand civilians, and supports ethnic cleansing in 
Palestine; yet no court has called Bush an “eco-terrorist” or “domestic terrorist.” Never mind the 1.5 million 
dead Iraqis. (The only numbers  good Americans” seem interested in is the cheap rates at the gas pumps.)
     As politicians offer hollow speeches on the Titanic, Free and Critter sacrificed their freedom to turn the 
ship around. In this case the icebergs are actually melting as a result of the hottest temperatures in recorded 
history. Goodbye baby seals, polar bears and penguins.  While Free has been labeled as “eco-terrorist,” (a term 
originating in timber industry p.r agencies) and sentenced to more years than he has been alive, what court will 
dare hold to Bush accountable for self-serving acts of extreme violence to the planet and the people on  t? Is 
the law not supposed to protect public safety?
     Big corporations and the Bush regime have armies of lawyers to protect them from accountability, but Free 
does not. Please remind State Attorney General Hardy Myers that Free placed no one at risk, and request 
that Jeff Luer’s sentence be reduced to 5 years including time served. See FREEFREENOW.ORG to support 
Free’s costly appeal.

In Solidarity,
Warcry

STOP THE REAL ECO-TERRORISM: Global Warming:
A Weapon of Mass Destruction

“God Hates Fags -
Counter Protest”

S
EVERAL ACTIVISTS FROM THE DIRECT ACTION ANTI-AUTHORITARIANS (DAAA) 
Collective in Modesto first heard about the Westboro Church 
coming to Tracey last week and were shocked. After calling 
numerous organizers with groups like PFLAG and Marriage 

Equality, we headed up to Tracey unsure of what to expect from a group 
of people that flew out from Arkansas to target a high school that they 
have deemed a “sodomite whorehouse” for simply allowing a legal school 
group, the Gay Straight Alliance, to exsist on campus. 
     The turn out for support of the Gay Straight Alliance was good, with 
about 250 people (according to media/activists) showing up at Tracey 
High School to counter-protest.  Many of them held colorful signs, 
some sporting “We All Deserve the Freedom to Marry” sitckers.  We 
helped to create a presence of acceptance against the attack on human 
rights, sporting our own pink bandanas and holding a large “Destroy 
Homophobia” banner. 
     The “God Hates Fags” crowd, however, did not create as impressive of 
a display.  Only about 13 church members even came out, showing up at 
around 3PM as opposed to their press release that had stated a presence 
from 9AM.  Even then, they only stayed for about 20 minutes.  While 
out there, they held their dumb signs and dragged an American flag 
limply on the ground, so, by the end of the day, just about every segment 
of American society was probably ready to rumble with these idiots for 
some reason or other.
     After the demonstration had died down, we followed a group of peo-
ple to a nearby park where food was being served and more people were 
gathering. Chanting “Viva viva GSA, homophobes just go away!” and 
“Our lives, our choice”, we made the walk to the park as fun as possible. 
According to some of our group members who showed up later in the 
day, the part of the protest that actually involved the Westboro Church 
members was rather uneventful when compared to the strong presence 
that the GSA supporters created throughout the day.
     We would say that the counter-homophobia action was a success in 
the fact that the gay rights/liberation community was mobilized around 
an issue, and hopefully this organization can be used for future actions. 
However, it must be stated that the school did not want the GSA to 
even counter-protest, and in the future we have to start going after the 
school administration as well. When the school made that decision, in 
effect they were basically saying that they would rather have the gay 
bashers come and protest the school than let parents of little Johnny 
who was graduating that day come out and see that there are actually 
gay people in Tracey.
     Homophobia on all fronts must be confronted, not just when it flys 
in from Arkansas and holds stupid signs.

ON FRIDAY, JUNE 10TH AND SATURDAY, JUNE 11TH, ACTIVISTS WITH DIRECT ACTION ANTI-AUTHORITARIANS (DAAA) Collective in Modesto screened “The Jeff Luers Story”, passed 
out information on Jeff Luers’ case, put up a large “Free Jeff Luers” banner, and also talked with many people about Jeff ’s outra-
geous sentance. Things went smoothly, with no problems from law enforcement, and, from what we could see, no outright sur-
vallience. All of the people who we talked to said that Jeff ’s sentance was outrageous, and hopefully they will go to the website 

(www.freefreenow.org), donate, and help with the campaign. Outreach material is still with us in bulk, so education on Jeff ’s case will 
continue.

“Outreach Event for Jeff “Free” Luers”

-by DAAA

BACK IN JUNE 2000, A YOUNG ACTIVIST NAMED JEFF LUERS, KNOWN TO HIS FRIENDS AS ‘FREE’, 
set fire with friend Craig Marshall to three Sport 
Utility Vehicles (SUVs) at Romania Chevrolet car lot 
in Eugene, Oregon, using simple milk jugs of gaso-
line, incense sticks and matches. Instead of receiving 

a three-year sentence and fading into the background, Jeff 
was slapped with a 22.5 year sentence-which was not only 
longer than his lifetime until that point, but is one usually 
reserved for the most heinous of crimes like rape and mur-
der, not acts of property destruction. Jeff ’s sentence has been 
criticized for its length, given that in Oregon, most arsonists 
receive sentences of 50 to 96 months; Jeff got over 230. I 
read recently that Jeff ’s trial judge sentenced a 21 year-old 
to just 3 years for throwing a molotov cocktail into a school. 
Jeff ’s case has received international prominence in the 
environmental and social justice movements due to his se-
vere sentence and has prompted the question, “Why would 
someone burn three SUVs?”

 THE ACTION
     Jeff was arrested shortly after the incident by the same 
police who had been following him and Craig all night. 
Some have even accused the cops of allowing the SUVs to 
be burned in order to make an arrest based on the fact that 
Jeff and Craig were followed by six undercover police cars 
prior to the action. The police lost sight of them for only 
five minutes - the time it took for them to set the fires. Their 
stated purpose was to raise awareness about global warming 
and the role that SUVs play in that process. Both activists 
took measures to make sure that no one would be injured 
as a result of their action. In fact, the location was scouted 
for months beforehand. An arson specialist later confirmed 
that the action did not pose any threat to people based on 
its size and distance from any fuel source. Jeff and Craig 
were arrested, charged with multiple arson charges and a 
few days later accused of an attempted arson at Tyree Oil 
- a gas facility located in the Whitaker neighborhood, home 
to many activists that reside in Eugene. Although there was 
no proof of their involvement at Tyree Oil - and there were 
fingerprints that did not match Jeff or Craig - the state ma-
nipulated evidence to get a warrant and illegally searched 
Jeff ’s residence. [In the search, they found metal cutters that 
they said matched a hole cut in the Tyree Oil fence]. Over-
all, they were faced with 13 serious charges including first 
degree arson, attempted arson, possession and manufacture 
of a destructive device and criminal mischief.

THE TRIAL
     The trial, which started after they had spent a year in Lane 
County Jail, was a farce from the very beginning. Articles 
in the local media marginalized them as troublemakers and 
highlighted previous arrests. Supporters were stopped on 
their way to the trial by local police and threatened with 
noise violations. Jeff ’s judge denied almost every motion 
made by his lawyer, including that to separate the Romania 
car lot case from the Tyree Oil case, allowing the state to 
portray them as serial arsonists and a menace to the com-
munity. Had the cases been separated, the flimsy circum-
stantial evidence for the Tyree case would never have stood 
up. Motions to sever the defendants from each other were 
similarly denied.
     From the prosecutor’s actions, it seemed that Jeff was a 
trophy conviction - one that would deter future actions and 
allay criticism of Oregon’s inability to solve cases of prop-
erty destruction by the Earth Liberation Front (ELF). Since 
1996, over 200 actions against animal industries, logging, 
mining and biotechnology have been claimed by the ELF or 
ALF (Animal Liberation Front), causing hundreds of mil-
lions of dollars in damage to these companies - cases that 

are still unsolved. The action taken by Jeff and Craig how-
ever was not claimed by the ELF and they have stringently 
denied involvement in the group. Nontheless, the prosecutor 
seemed to be driven by the need for a big conviction.
     Five days into the trial, Jeff ’s lawyer Ken Morrow died 
unexpectedly, causing a hold-up in the trial. A day later, 
Jeff ’s co-defendant Craig Marshall pled guilty to conspiracy 
to commit first degree arson and possession of a destructive 
device. He was sentenced to a five year, five month sentence 
[his release date is December 2004]. After some legal wran-
gling, Jeff hired Craig’s lawyer and proceeded on with the 
case.
     Three days into Jeff ’s trial, unknown individuals torched 
36 SUVs at the same car lot that Jeff and Craig had set fire 
to a year earlier, and released a statement that the act was in 
solidarity with both defendants and criticized car culture. 
Many felt that this tainted Jeff ’s chance of a fair and unbi-
ased trial and perhaps for that reason, Jeff chose to have a 
judge decide on his innocence or guilt instead of a jury.
     After five days of trial, Judge Lyle Velure found Jeff guilty 
of 11 of 13 charges. Because of Oregon’s mandatory mini-
mum sentencing guideline, Jeff received a seven year man-
datory sentence for each car burned as well as charges of 
possession of incendiary devices and attempted arson -total-
ing 22 years and eight months. In his sentencing statement, 
Jeff spoke about the many precautions both he and Craig 
took before the action:
     I took every precaution to ensure that no one would be injured 
by this fire. If I thought for any reason that anyone - responding 
firefighters or police officers - would be injured, I never would 
have set this fire. It was not my intention to hurt anyone or place 
anyone at risk.

CAMPAIGN TO FREE ‘FREE’
     Although faced with a tremendous sentence and against 
major obstacles like his distance from his home in Eugene 
and being moved around from prison to prison, Jeff has 
been remarkably active in the first three years of his im-
prisonment. He is working toward a degree in sociology as 
well as taking paralegal classes, and many of his writings 
and artwork have been published, including an op-ed piece 
on the concept of eco-terrorism in the statewide newspaper, 
the Oregonian.
     He also has addressed the Congressional Hearings on 
‘Eco-terror’ held in February 2002 - a hearing that remind-
ed some of Senator Joe McCarthy’s House of Un-American 
Affairs Committee (HUAC) political witch hunts of the 
1950s [has anyone you know or have known been a mem-
ber of...Earth First! 
?] In those hear-
ings, Congress-
men Scott McInnis 
(representing the 
district near Vail, 
Colorado - home of 
the biggest ELF ac-
tion ever, the 1998 
burning of the Vail 
ski resort which was 
set to expand into 
a wilderness area) 
taunted former 
ELF press officer, 
Craig Rosebraugh, 
asking if he wanted 
to “waste away in 
prison for the next 
two decades like 
Jeff Luers”.

     Jeff ’s appeal was filed in January 2002 and the state gov-
ernment recently responded with its own brief, which calls 
Jeff a terrorist 5 times. Emboldened by a reactionary 9-11 
climate, the prosecution as well as ‘property rights groups’ 
[like the Center for the Defense of Free Enterprise] have 
dropped the word ‘eco’ and now labels activists like Jeff ‘ter-
rorists,’ equating them to al-Queda. Advocates for Jeff ’s 
freedom hope the case will go to court within a year but it is 
impossible to tell. Promising developments in Jeff ’s case are 
a letter released by the Eugene Human Rights Commission 
in June 2003. It argues that Jeff ’s sentence is disproportion-
ate in comparison to those of people who commit violent 
crimes as well as urges him to utilize the appeal process and 
seek a reduced sentence.
     This case is a pivotal case for activists nationwide because 
it is setting the tone for how actions in defense of the Earth 
will be viewed by the public and punished by the state. Prior 
to Jeff ’s case, activists getting arrested for actions like arson 
or liberating animals could expect sentences
of about five years or so. Jeff ’s sentence is a radical departure 
from that model and it goes hand in hand with the manner 
in which these actions are described by the government and 
media. What was once ‘direct action’ has been transformed 
into ‘eco-terrorism’ and more often now, we are seeing the 
term ‘terrorism’ being used. Legislators on the state and 
federal level are pushing for strong anti-terrorism legisla-
tion that will serverly increase punishment for actions like 
Jeff ’s as well as serve as a deterrent to future actions. Over 
and over, letters printed in areas in which actions occur are 
stating that these actions are one and the same with the ter-
rorism of groups like al-Queda members. If we want to get 
anywhere, we are going to have to combat this misrepresen-
tation of our actions and not allow people that get arrested 
and imprisoned to fade away and be forgotten.
     On June 12, 2003, supporters of Jeff in Eugene, Oregon 
had a ‘Free Free’ march (ending with 12 arrests). Supporters 
in Melbourne, Australia conducted a picket for Jeff outside 
the American embassy and activists in Moscow, Russia are 
embarking on a postcard campaign as well. Plans are being 
discussed for an international day of action and solidarity 
for Jeff next summer with protests as well as celebrations all 
over the country and the world.

     All that I ask is that you believe the sincerity of my words, that 
you believe that my actions, whether or not you consider them to 
be misguided, stem from the LOVE I have in my heart.
-from Jeff ’s sentencing statement, June 11, 2001

Free Free:
The Case of Jeff Luers by Dylan Kay

from Satya magazine [January/February 2004]

You can judge my actions, but you can’t judge my heart. It can not be said that I 
am unfeeling and uncaring. My heart is filled with love and compassion. I fight 
to protect life, all life, not to take it. -from Jeff Luer’s sentencing statement, June 11, 2001

    Jeff’s case is in appeal and his law-
yer and the state will trade briefs be-
fore going to court again; Jeff intends 
to appeal his case as many times as 
necessary. This case is tremendously 
expensive and requires a lot of com-
munity support.

    Form a local support group for Jeff; 
his defense network is decentralized, 
with groups coordinating through Jeff. 
Groups can hold benefits, put donation 
jars at the local bookstore or have let-
ter-writing days to Oregon newspapers 
or the Governor.

WHAT YOU CAN DO TO HELP JEFF
TO DONATE MONEY TO JEFF’S APPEAL,

CLICK ‘MAKE A DONATION’ ON HIS WEBSITE:
WWW.FREEFREENOW.ORG

OR SEND A CHECK/MONEY ORDER MADE OUT TO:
‘FREE’S DEFENSE NETWORK’

AND SEND TO
POB 3, EUGENE, OR 97440.

DONATIONS CAN ALSO BE MADE TO HIS COMMIS-
SARY ACCOUNT FOR STAMPS, PENS, ENVELOPES 

ETC. YOU CAN WRITE JEFF DIRECTLY AT:
Jeffrey Luers

#13797671, OSP, 2605
State Street, Salem, OR 97310.


